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Abstract: This research paper explores the system which is used to recommend car to the users based on the requirement provided by the user. 
Various requirement of users while choosing a car such as capacity of car, fuel type, and budget are considered and based on that various 
recommendations are given to user. These recommendations are suggested by using machine learning techniques and different visualization options 
are available, in order to provide user detailed analysis based on different parameters. The online check option is also available which makes system 
more supportive and compare different models based on various parameters. The system enables users to choose among plenty of options and select 
the best suited model. 
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

THIS driving a vehicle is basic for people when everything is 
said in done considering the way where that it licenses status 
and to specific control and self-rule. In wretchedly populated 
zones, owning a vehicle is fundamentally perseveringly 
tremendous, since it gives the standard opportunity to going 
long fragments in view of a nonattendance of open vehicle. 
For logically settled people, experiencing more difficulties 
walking (around the bus stop) and cycling, driving is 
regularly the basic decision for self-directing versatility. A few 
assessments have found that over 90% of consistently 
organized drivers show that ending any defilement of driving 
would control their opportunity and adaptability. 
Comparative drivers passed on pressure about the low 
thought of open vehicle affiliations. This weight transmitted 
an impression of being developed on reality considering the 
way that half of those respondents who starting late had 
ended any distortion of driving felt open vehicle to be, at any 
rate in some measure, lacking.   

Before powerfully orchestrated people quit driving, they 
generally decline the complete they drive and limit their going 
to neighborhood goes in striking regions and under clear 

driving conditions. The better the course of action of elective 
systems for versatility, the in every practical sense certain a 
driver is to start using them for endeavors the individual 
being suggested would lean toward not to drive, sometime 
before completion of drive. This makes it dynamically obvious 
to remain adaptable in the wake of consummation of drive.  
The nonappearance of dumbfounding and conceivable vehicle 
decisions as opposed to the private vehicle, got together with 
land-use plans that make walking irritating or boundless, adds 
to the issues experienced by people who need to stop driving, 
conspicuously in North America.  

 
In any case, indistinguishable issues occur in Europe for 

logically masterminded people living in regular zones and 
typical areas, as they reasonably do. In Great Britain, 
intelligently masterminded drivers have all the stores of will 
unmistakably stop driving in case they live in urban regions 
where walking, transports and taxis offer reasonable 
adaptability decisions. The ability to go everywhere and do 
everything without a vehicle is in like manner referenced in 
considers on purposes behind driving less. Regardless, the 
most basic factors for halting to drive transmit an impression 
of being security, achievement, and record Men significantly 
more routinely quit any bending of driving in perspective on 
awful thriving. Women will when everything is said in done 
leave the wheel previously and for less squashing reasons, for 
instance, driving just sometimes.  

 
2. SYSTEM FLOWCHART  
In this paper first module is home page, which consists of 
login screen for authenticate persons to entry and over view 
about the system. The second phase of projects consist of 
various available functions such as load and clean data, 
suggest me a car, Compare Car models and different statistics 
about various car modules. Each and every module has 
specific functions and operations.  
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Fig. 1 Flowchart of car recommendation System  
 
 
3. TEST CASES AND RESULTS  
 

Car Recommendation Window:  
 

Clicking on “Suggest me a Car” in the MENU FRAME 
brings you on this frame. This window looks as follows:  

Fig. 2 Car Recommendation window 
 
This window provides suggestion of car(s). User needs to 

input:  
 
1. Number of family members  
2. Budget (in Lacs)  
3. Fuel Type  

a. Petrol  
b. Diesel  
c. CNG  
d. Anything (for flexibility)  

 
User can leave the field(s) BLANK to skip a field. This 

provides flexibility to the user. Test Cases:  
 

1. If user enters a non-positive value, the system 
suggests to enter a value greater than ZERO.  

2. If number of seats is beyond the limit, user is 
prompted for the same.  

3. If user has less budget, he is suggested for a car loan.  
4. If there are no cars in the dataset, user is notified for 

the same.  
5. Input is in appropriate format. 
 

 Fig. 3 Results according to requirement 
 
Now, there are two buttons  
1. More Info  
2. Our Recommendations  
 
Button I: More Info  
This button opens a window which gives car specifications 
to the user. The user needs to input the car ID which 
he/she is supposed to note in the previous frame 
(Suggestion Frame).  
There is also an option to check online for a car model.  

Fig 4. More Information of car  
 
Button II: Our Recommendations  

Fig 5. Our Recommendation Window  
  
This window shows the Car Recommendations. This sorts 

the Cars according to user requirements, so that user gets the 
desired facilities in minimum price.  
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There are two buttons:  
1. More Details  
2. Graphical Visualisation  
 
Button I: More Details  
This provides more details about a Car if user inputs a Car 

ID.  

Figure 6. Our Recommendation Window  
 
Button II: Graphical Visualisation  
  
 Visualisation Results:  
  
This is a part of Data Visualization. Some of the graphs in 

this section are:  
i. Price Analysis  
ii. Fuel Type Analysis  
iii. Best Priced Cars  
iv. Best Mileage Cars  
v. Best Price with Mileage 
vi. Mileage Analysis  
  
I. Price Analysis  

This classifies the Car Models based on their price. We can 
conclude that average price of popular cars is around 17 Lacs. 
This means it is profitable for the companies if they 
manufacture more cars in this price segment.               

Fig 7. Price Analysis 
 

III. Fuel Type Analysis  
There are 57.07% cars running on diesel. This means people 
are ready to invest more at first to have better savings (Diesel 
engines have more mileage). There are 1.2% cars on CNG. 
CNG costs almost 50% of petrol per km. Yet, there are 41.73% 
cars on Petrol. It means people care about the life of their 

engine more than fuel costs. 
 

Fig 8. Fuel Type Analysis 
 
 IV. Best Priced Cars  
This graph shows the cars which are most affordable to the 

user. Hence, the user can decide which car is most budget-
friendly and make the choice accordingly. 

Figure 9. Best Priced Cars  
  
V. Best Mileage Cars  
This graph helps the user to know the cars which offer the 

best mileage. Hence, the user comes to know in one Litre how 
many Kilometres a particular car model can travel (On an 
average).  

 
Fig 10.  Best Mileage Cars 

 
VI. Best priced cars with mileages  
This graph shows the price of cars along with their mileages 
which are most affordable to the user. Hence, a user can 
decide according to his choice based on the visualization.  

Fig 11. Best Priced Cars with Mileage 
   

VII. Mileage Analysis  
This gives the mileage analysis, i.e., minimum, maximum and 
average mileage of the available car models. This analysis 
helps to know the efficiency of the car models.  
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Figure 12. Best Priced Cars with Mileage 

 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
This system is mainly help clients to purchase car without 
more knowledge about car, also suggests various options 
available based on the customer requirements. This system 
has the potential to reduce a lot of research work of the user. It 
can correctly suggest the user car model(s) based on his/her 
requirements. To provide accurate and up-to-date information 
to the user, links are provided for each car model. The user 
can click on the link and thereby get the latest, updated 
information on the internet. This is very useful as the user can 
view the images, 360 degrees view of the car, reviews of other 
users, ratings, etc. Data Visualization helps to see the analysis 
of the available car models at a glance. If user is low on 
budget, he/she has an option to view Car Loans of popular 
banks and direct links to get the same. This system can surely 
help to choose the appropriate car meeting the user’s 
requirements.  
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